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I have a form I need to get to save a click. I am using VBA and and also an App called UNFORMAT. I have set the form to show the parameter for UNFORMAT, with the different components. Its a simple form with some checkboxes and entries and a button on the form. The parameter box has a button that takes the user to the UNFORMAT. I am having trouble getting the UNFORMAT to save the users click for the parameters and not allow them to go to the
UNFORMAT until the parameters are complete. If I have everything in a sub, the first click runs fine, but the parameters need to be completed. Here is my code. Any help would be apprieciated. Thanks Unformat is a disk editor that can recover almost all disk formats including FAT, FAT32, NTFS, exFAT, UDF, PE, ISO, and CD ROM. It provides advanced disk viewing and formatting functions with the ability to use the formatting information to remove existing partitions

and disks to create new ones, and recover partitions that have been deleted. The program restores all types of file systems in a logical manner. UNFORMAT includes a built-in utility that restores partitions or whole disks including FAT, FAT32, NTFS, exFAT, UDF, PE, ISO, and CD-RW. The program provides basic features including data recovery, disk usage, and file management in several disk formats. Its offers a simple user-interface that lets you perform all the
required actions quickly. UNFORMAT is a powerful, feature-rich, inexpensive, and easy to use data recovery utility. It allows you to recover and save all kinds of files from almost all data media including FAT, FAT32, NTFS, exFAT, UDF, PE, ISO, and CD-RW.
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Hi, On my excel spreadsheet, I have 2 different columns that are dates formatted X/XX/XXXX. I have used this same spreadsheet for my data for several years now. I opened it this
morning and My columns are all in a text format. Instead of the date they all show numbers such as 42572. I have tried re-formatting back to the date but it will not let me. How can I get

it to show the date Then, in the Site tab in the Part properties, you can use the "New Serial Number Format" button. Or, if you have read access to the part, you can make the change
there. Once in the format you want, save the part out, with a quick job entry of course. It doesnt seem to matter to which of the two fields you put the serial number in, the part is
autoformatted when you create the quick job as expected. To test this, create a new quick job, and select the site you created the part in, when you enter a serial number in the

Description field, it will format that serial number, just fine. If you enter one in the serial number field in the Part properties instead, it will default to that, regardless of what the Part Entry
screen looks like. It is normal for the serial number to be lost for a new quick job, as this is a per-site setting only. Check the serial number in the Part > Detail screen, if its a new quick
job, and it doesnt have a serial number, add one for it (with the correct alphanumeric format) and save. Then add a new quick job and see if its already there. [quote author=notastory

link=topic=20716.msg28175#msg28175 date=1350810691]Just a thought, but does anyone else have Serial Number Format being set on the Part>Detail tab and/or Site tab rather than
the Part>Properties tab? I can change my Case working perfectly, but after 24hrs or so when I want to change it back, it wont work. It seems I need to change it to "Numeric Only" on the
Part>Properties tab (since the case is still set to be numeric) and then make it Alphanumeric on the Part>Detail tab, and only then will it work. Weird. Serial Number Format I don't have

the technical knowledge to figure this out. We have a couple of working "clones" in our system and I was going to investigate them to compare them but I dont want to break anything for
it at this point. Is this a black box? Could you at least tell me if this is a black box or a fixable problem? We have Xilinx and HP tools on the bench and everything is fine. We have a lot of

cases, many of them are in use and working just fine with the serial number format. I need a list or at least a yes/no on it! It seems I need to change it to "Numeric Only" on the
Part>Properties tab (since the case is still set to be numeric) and then make it Alphanumeric on the Part>Detail tab, and only then will it work. Weird. 5ec8ef588b
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